Essay Response Instructions:

 PROTIP: While reading your novel, take notes on quotes you think will help you with your response.

For your response choose from these prompts:

1. How is technology used to oppress people in your novel?
2. How is technology used to help people in your novel?
3. Compare the technology in your life to the protagonist’s
4. Technology is often created with good intentions that become corrupted. What good intentions do you see behind the technology in your novel? How has it been corrupted?

Self-Assessment Success Criteria

My essay has:

- Five paragraphs with...
  - First paragraph as my introduction
  - Second paragraph as my first point
  - Third paragraph as my second point
  - Fourth paragraph as my third point
  - Fifth paragraph as my conclusion
- Reference list
- Supporting quotations from book
- Persuasive language
- Correct spelling, punctuation and grammar
- Proper MLA formatting

Stretch Goals

I have used

- Proper MLA citations
- Supporting ideas from...
  - My life
  - Current events
  - Other Research